Managing and securing networks requires collecting and analyzing measurement data. Current technologies do not make it easy to do so, typically because they separate data collection (e.g., packet capture or flow monitoring) from analysis, producing either too much data to answer a general question, or too little data to answer a detailed question. This paper presents Sonata, a network telemetry system that exposes a query interface that directs the joint collection and analysis of network traffic. Sonata allows operators to directly express queries in a highlevel language, partitions each query into a portion that runs on the switch and another that runs on the streaming analytics platform, and refines the query to capture only the traffic that satisfies a query. Sonata allows operators to express real network monitoring tasks using dataflow operators, a compact, familiar programming idiom. Evaluation using traffic traces from a large ISP backbone show that Sonata's ability to compile portions of these queries to the data plane can reduce traffic rates at the stream processor by up to seven orders of magnitude.
Introduction
Network operators routinely perform multiple measurement tasks to discover various events in the network, such as degraded link performance and network attacks. Many of these tasks require collecting and analyzing network statistics in real time. Network telemetry [43] systems can collect and analyze measurement data, but these systems typically collect data for post hoc analysis.
State-of-the-art network telemetry systems (e.g., OpenSketch [44] , OpenSOC [32] , Marple [28] ) take advantage of either scalable stream processing [31, 46] or Programmable Independent Switch Architecture (PISA) data planes [5, 6] -but not both. Yet, both stream processors and programmable data planes apply a sequence of operations over packets to answer queries; this similarity offers new opportunities to combine the strengths of the two paradigms. On one hand, programmable data planes process packets at line rate but have strict limits on how many bytes they can parse and the types of operations they can apply on parsed fields [38] . On the other hand, stream processors can distribute their computation over multiple nodes as traffic rates grow, parse arbitrary parts of the packets, and perform sophisticated computations; unfortunately, doing so typically requires mirroring many packets to software, making processing costly. For example, OpenSOC [32] executes queries only in user space and cannot process at data rates commonly found in large networks [33] ; Marple [28] executes queries only in the data plane, limiting the types of queries it can support.
Existing systems, such as NetQRE [45] and OpenSOC [32] , are typically query-agnostic: they treat all packets equally without respect to the specific queries issued to the system. This approach misses an opportunity for optimization, since many queries are satisfied by "needles in a haystack", where the fraction of total traffic or flows that satisfies these queries is tiny. Consider the task of network monitoring for so-called "zorro" attacks [29] , where miscreants use brute force to gain shell access to vulnerable Internet-connected devices by trying multiple user names and passwords over telnet. Once they successfully login, they issue a command containing the keyword "zorro" in a sequence of shell commands. Inferring the presence of this attack requires identifying hosts that receive many similar-sized telnet packets and checking whether the telnet payload contains the keyword "zorro". The attack traffic is a small fraction of all traffic, so both counting the size of and processing the payload of every telnet packet is wasteful.
In this paper, we show streaming telemetry systems can use programmable data planes to reduce the workload for the stream processor-achieving the best of both worlds. We also show how queries themselves can drive decisions about data-plane resource allocation. To demonstrate this capability, we present a packet-level telemetry system called Sonata (Streaming Network Traffic Analysis). Figure 1 shows the Sonata design: For each query, the data plane processes packets before emitting intermediate results to the stream processor. The Sonata runtime then uses the result of each query to refine subsequent packet processing. This work offers the following contributions: Declarative Query Interface. (Section 3) Sonata's query interface allows network operators to apply intuitive dataflow operators over arbitrary combinations of packet fields. This interface allows many common queries to be expressed in no more than 17 lines of code. Query Partitioning. (Section 4) Reducing the workload on the stream processor requires determining how to partition input queries between the data-plane and the streaming targets. We model the decision problem as an integer linear program (ILP), which Sonata solves using historical packet traces to minimize the load at the stream processor for a set of queries subject to the constraints of PISA data-plane targets (e.g., the amount of register memory in the switch). Offloading processing to the data plane whenever possible allows Sonata to reduce the load at the stream processor for common queries by up to seven orders of magnitude. Dynamic Refinement. (Section 5) Data-plane targets should not waste limited resources, such as memory, on portions of the traffic that do not satisfy the queries. By solving an extended version of the original ILP for query partitioning, Sonata determines how to progressively zero in on traffic over time (i.e., window-by-window, for a fixed-size window duration). Dynamic refinement reduces the load on the stream processor but introduces delays of possibly multiple time windows to identify the traffic that satisfies the queries.
Current Network Telemetry Approaches
We first introduce several common telemetry applications (Section 2.1). We then use these applications to contrast Sonata with existing network telemetry approaches (Section 2.2). Table 1 compares Sonata with these systems.
Example Telemetry Queries
We briefly describe three example queries, as well as the packet fields and processing that each query requires. Increase in New TCP Connections. A network operator may wish to detect hosts that have too many recently opened TCP connections, as might occur in a SYN flood. Detection requires parsing each packet's TCP flags and destination IP address, as well as computing a sum over the destination IP address field. Slowloris Attacks. Detecting a Slowloris attack, which uses many connections, each with low traffic volume, requires counting the number of unique connections and bytes transferred for each host and then computing the average bytes per connection. This task requires the destination IP address and source port and must combine two different statistics: total bytes and total connections for each destination address. Zorro Attacks. A Zorro attack involves hosts that receive many similar-sized telnet packets in an epoch and telnet packets destined for these hosts whose payload contains the keyword "zorro". This query involves combining several separate counts across the packets and also requires processing the packet's payload.
Analysis with General-Purpose CPUs
Telemetry systems that operate at packet-level granularity (e.g., OpenSOC [32] , Chimera [4] , Gigascope [8] , and NetQRE [45] ) collect raw packets from the data plane for analysis. This granularity provides precise information for calculating statistics like the instantaneous bit rate, packet loss, or round-trip latency experienced by individual flows. Analyzing packet payloads can also be useful for many purposes, such as determining whether a given packet carries a malicious payload. These systems require deploying and configuring a collection infrastructure to capture packets from the data plane for analysis. Gigascope [8] applies filtering and aggregation at the network card of the stream processor to reduce the workload, but still requires collecting and transporting all the raw packets to the stream processor for analysis. Naïvely collecting all packets consumes scarce collection and compute resources to process packets that are not pertinent to the query. For example, even if a telemetry system configures the data plane to only collect TCP packets for the Slowloris attack, TCP packets still make up approximately 80% of the total traffic [9] . As a result, most of these systems fail to scale as either the volume of traffic or the number of queries increases. Even if the infrastructure could capture every packet, processing every packet with state-of-the-art stream pro-cessors in real time is impractical at high data rates, even for a single query. For example, even though Cisco's OpenSOC [32] uses Apache Storm [31] , a state-of-theart scalable stream processor, to process the captured data, it can only process 1.2 million packets per second with a well-provisioned fourteen node cluster [33] due to the complexity of parsing packet fields and cluster coordination overhead. NetQRE can process packets at higher rates [45] , but it is costly to naïvely process all packets for large backbone networks or Internet exchange points, where data rates are tens to hundreds of millions of packets per second.
Analysis in the Data Plane
Some approaches rely on programmable data-plane targets (e.g., PISA switches) to execute queries entirely in the data plane [20, 28, 44] . In principle, it is possible to parse arbitrary payload fields, required for the Zorro attack query; or perform the division operation in the data plane, required for the Slowloris query. Unfortunately, supporting a wide range of possible operations in the data plane is costly, even for modern switch chipsets; as a case in point, even the state-of-the-art Tofino [38] switch does not support arbitrarily deep payload parsing or division operations in the data plane.
These approaches are typically query-agnostic: the query-specific filters that they apply process packets without considering which portions of the traffic satisfy the queries. Like Sonata, UnivMon and OpenSketch use historical traces to estimate the data-plane resources for different queries, but they still devote equal resources to processing all packets, irrespective of whether they satisfy the queries or not. Similarly, Marple [28] uses data-plane and user-space data storage to perform aggregation, but it does not differentiate between the traffic that satisfies the queries and the traffic that does not. DREAM [23] , SCREAM [24] , and HHH [17] derive query-driven plans to efficiently use limited data-plane resources. DREAM identifies traffic that satisfies each query, but it can only refine queries at fixed increments between windows, increasing the delay in detecting portions of the traffic that satisfy the queries. In contrast, Sonata can refine queries at arbitrary levels of granularity. These approaches all rely on general-purpose CPUs to process the data-plane output, but none of them permit additional parsing, joins, or aggregation in user space as Sonata does.
Other Related Work
Sensor networks have explored the query partitioning problems that are similar to those that Sonata faces [3, 21, 22, 26, 30, 35] ; in contrast, however, these systems face different optimization problems, since they typically involve lower traffic rates, service more special- Join the output of query q on key field k purpose queries, and involve more homogeneous targets. Path Queries [27] and SNAP [2] facilitate network-wide queries that execute across multiple switches; in contrast, Sonata currently only compiles queries to a single switch, but it addresses a complementary set of problems, namely integration with stream processing platforms to support richer queries, and partitioning sets of queries across a data-plane switch and a stream processor. Trumpet [25] and PathDump [36] offload query-processing load to end-hosts; this approach is complementary to Sonata, which focuses on workload partitioning between the stream processor and the data plane.
Declarative Query Interface
Sonata's declarative interface for expressing queries is based on an extensible packet-as-tuple abstraction. We introduce this interface and show how applying dataflow operators over these tuples can support a wide range of network telemetry applications.
Extensible Packet Tuple Abstraction
Packets carry not only information in their header fields and payload, but also the meta information about the state of the underlying network, such as the time when a packet arrives at a switch or number of hops it traversed in the network. Sonata provides an intuitive interface for expressing queries over the union of fields extracted either in the data plane or in user space. This abstraction is inherently flexible because the list of fields in the packet tuples can incorporate new header and meta fields as the underlying data plane evolves, for example, reading the sizes of queues the packet encountered en route [13] . Sonata has an extensible parser that unifies the parsing capabilities of the available data plane and streaming targets. The parser extracts from the raw packets all fields required to satisfy the set of input queries. Sonata seeks to perform parsing in the data plane whenever possible and directs packets to the stream processor for parsing only when necessary. In user space, Sonata employs extensible, user-defined parsing modules that extract fields for many standard protocols. For the Zorro attack query, Sonata parses all of the packet fields in the data plane except the payload field.
Expressive Dataflow Operators
Network telemetry applications often require computing aggregate statistics over a subset of traffic and joining the results from multiple queries. Most of these tasks can be expressed using declarative queries that compose dataflow operators. Sonata's query interface allows it to abstract the details of where each query operator runs and how the underlying targets perform those operations. Sonata's query planner decides how and where to execute the input queries allowing Sonata to run identical queries over different choices of streaming or data-plane targets without modification. This feature ensures that the telemetry system is flexible and easy to maintain. Table 2 describes the operators that Sonata supports over a stream of packet tuples. Stateless operators such as filter and map emit results immediately after operating on an input tuple. Stateful operators such as reduce, distinct, and join emit results at the end of a query-defined time window of W seconds.
Sonata also makes it possible to apply the join operator over consecutive windows. This feature provides additional flexibility for network operators to apply a query only after observing an event of interest. For example, in Query 3, it makes sense to look for the keyword "zorro" in the payload only after the attacker has attempted to gain shell access by sending excessive similar-sized telnet packets.
Example Sonata Queries
Network operators can express various queries using the interface described above. 1 Newly Opened TCP Connections. To detect a large number of newly opened TCP connections, Query 1 first applies a filter operation (line 2) over the entire packet stream to select TCP packets with just the SYN flag set. It then counts the number of packets observed for each host (lines 3-4) and reports the hosts for which this count exceeds threshold Th in an epoch (line 5).
Query 1: Detect Newly Opened TCP Connections.
Slowloris Attacks. The query to detect a slowloris attack has two sub-queries: One counts the number of unique connections by applying a distinct followed by a reduce operation (lines [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The other counts the total bytes transferred for each host (lines 8-11). It then 1 We have slightly simplified the syntax of each query; the actual source code for each query is public [41] .
joins these sub-queries (line 7) to compute the average transmission rate per connection (line 13) and reports those hosts with an average rate below a threshold Th2 (line 14).
Query 2: Detect Slowloris Attacks.
Zorro Attacks. This query also has two sub-queries. The first part identifies the hosts that receive more than Th1 similar-sized telnet packets rounded off by factor of N (lines 4-8). It then joins (line 3) the output of the first sub-query with the other and reports hosts that receive more than Th2 packets with the keyword "zorro" in the payload (lines 10-13).
Query 3: Detect Zorro Attacks. Table 5 summarizes many queries that we have written in Sonata and included in the open-source reference implementation. All of the queries currently run only on a single programmable switch.
Query Partitioning for PISA Targets
Sonata uses Protocol Independent Switch Architecture (PISA) targets to reduce the workload for the stream processor (Section 4.1). We detail the target-specific constraints that Sonata's query planner considers before making a query partitioning decision (Section 4.2). This partitioning decision is based on the solution to an optimization problem that Sonata solves to determine a query plan (Section 4.3). 
Query Compilation with PISA Targets
In contrast to conventional network devices, PISA targets [6, 7, 14, 42] support custom parsing and packetprocessing pipelines, as well as general-purpose registers for stateful operations. These features provide opportunities for Sonata to use PISA targets to reduce the data that is ultimately sent to the stream processor.
Abstract Packet Processing Model
On PISA targets, a reconfigurable parser constructs a packet header vector (PHV) for each incoming packet. The PHV contains not only fixed-size standard packet headers but also custom metadata fields. A fixed number of stages, each containing one match-action unit (MAU), then processes the PHVs. The packet processing pipeline is defined in PISA code as a sequence of logical matchaction tables; MAUs implement these abstract tables in hardware. Each MAU performs a self-contained set of match-action operations, consuming PHVs as input and emitting transformed PHVs as output. If fields in the PHV match a given rule in the MAU, then a set of custom actions corresponding to that rule are applied to the PHV. These actions can be stateless or stateful; the stateful operations use register memory, with configurable width and height, to maintain state. Finally, a deparser reassembles the modified PHV into a packet before sending it to an output port.
The processing model for PISA targets aligns with the processing model for streaming analytics platforms, such as Spark Streaming [46] . The processing pipelines for both can be represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where each node performs computation on an incoming stream of structured data. For stream processors, the nodes are dataflow operators and the structured-data stream consists of tuples. For PISA targets, the nodes are match-action tables and the structured-data stream consists of packets. Given this similarity, an ordered set of dataflow query operators could map to an ordered set of match-action tables in the data plane. We now describe how Sonata takes advantage of this similarity to execute dataflow operators directly in the data plane.
Compiling Individual Operators
Compiling dataflow queries to PISA targets requires translating the DAG of dataflow operators into an equivalent DAG of match-action tables. Figure 2 . In general, the matchaction table corresponding to a filter operator's predicate will contain all of the fields from the predicate as table columns. The values to which the fields are constrained in the predicate become one or more rows of the table depending on whether conjunction or disjunction of the fields is performed. Map also requires a single match-action table. For example, line 2 of Query 1 transforms all incoming packets into a tuple consisting of the ipv4.dstIP field from the packet's header and the value 1. These values are stored in query-specific metadata for further processing and the transformations supported are based on the capabilities of the specific underlying target. Reduce requires maintaining state across sequences of packets; Sonata uses hash tables, implemented as a registers, to do so. Query-specific metadata fields load and store values from the hash tables. As a result, stateful operations require two match-action tables: one for computing the index into the hash table and the other for updating state using arithmetic operators supported by the target, such as add and bit or. A corresponding metadata field carries the updated state after applying the arithmetic operation. For example, executing the reduce operator for Query 1 in Figure 2 requires a match-action table to compute the index into the hash table using the packet header field dstIP. A second table performs the stateful action that increments the indexed value in the hash table and stores the value. Distinct is equivalent to a reduce where the function bit or 1 is applied to one bit in a hash table. Join operations are costly to compile to the data plane. In the worst case, this operation maintains state that grows with the square of the number of packets. Sonata executes join operations at the stream processor. It iteratively divides the query into a set of sub-queries. For example, Sonata divides Query 2 into two sub-queries: one computing the number of unique connections and the other computing the number of bytes transferred for each host. It independently decides how to execute the two sub-queries and joins their results at the stream processor.
Compiling Dataflow Queries
To compile dataflow queries, Sonata stitches together the match-action tables for individual dataflow operators into a packet-processing pipeline. Though Sonata can dynamically update entries to the match-action tables at runtime, modifying the packet-processing pipeline itself (i.e., changing the control flow or resizing registers) requires recompilation, which is both disruptive and time-consuming. Sonata seeks to build a single packetprocessing pipeline for all queries in a way that respects the following additional considerations. Preserve Packet Forwarding. Sonata preserves packet forwarding decisions by transforming only query-specific metadata fields rather than the original packet headers. The data-plane targets extract values from the packets' original header fields and copy them to query-specific metadata fields before performing any additional processing. This process leaves the original packet unmodified. Reduce Mirroring Overhead. To report tuples to the stream processor for additional processing, Sonata mirrors packets from the original packet stream. To determine which packets to report, the switch examines a single report bit that is encoded in metadata for each query. If the report bit for any query is set after all match-action processing, the switch clones the original packet and sends it to the stream processor along with the corresponding tuple containing the values that are pertinent to the query. The switch appends queryspecific header fields, such as query identifier and counts, to the packet and truncates other packet fields that are not required by the stream processor. For example, in Query 1, if the count meets the threshold after applying the reduce operation, then the switch sets the report bit. These steps ensure that only packets satisfying the data-plane query are mirrored to the stream processor. Detect and Mitigate Hash Collisions. Because hash tables are subject to collisions, Sonata must detect collisions to preserve the accuracy of the calculations performed in the data plane. To detect hash collisions, switches store additional state when performing reduce and distinct operations. To detect collisions, the switch stores the original key (k 1 ) for each entry; when a second key (k 2 ) hashes to the same entry in the table, a collision is detected. At this point, Sonata sends all packets with key k 2 to the stream processor. At the end of a window, the stream processor adjusts the results received from the data plane with the additional packets it processed due to collisions. While this strategy is vulnerable to adversarial traffic patterns, we can mitigate this risk using standard techniques, e.g., periodically modifying the seed of the hash or using probablistic data structures.
Data Plane Resource Constraints
PISA targets and stream processors differ in their ability to scale both in the volume of traffic and in the total number of queries supported. In this section, we describe the constraints on PISA targets that limit their ability to handle both increased traffic loads and number of queries.
Constraints on Each Component
Parser. The cost of parsing increases with the number of fields to extract. This cost is attributable to the number of bits to extract and the depth of the parsing tree. The size of the PHV limits the number of fields that can be extracted for processing. Typically, PISA targets use PHVs about 0.5-8 Kb [6] . M represents the maximum storage for metadata in the PHV. Actions. PISA targets support simple arithmetic operations, such as add, subtract, and bit or. More complex operations such as regular expression matching cannot be executed in the data plane by existing PISA targets. Most streaming systems execute multiple queries in parallel, where each query operates over its own logical copy of the input tuple. In contrast, PISA targets transform raw packets to PHVs and then concurrently apply multiple operations over the PHV in pipelined stages. These mechanisms suggest that PISA targets would be well-suited for parallel query execution. In practice, there is a limit on how many actions can be applied over a PHV in one stage, which limits the number of queries that can be supported in the data plane. Typically, PISA targets support 1-32 stateful actions per stage [6] ; we represent the maximum number of stateful actions per stage as A. Registers. The amount of memory required to perform stateful operations grows with the number of packets and the number of queries. Stream processors scale by adding more nodes for maintaining additional state. In contrast, stateful operations in PISA targets can only access register memory locally available to their stage. This register memory is bounded for each stage, which affects the targets' ability to handle an increase in either the traffic loads or the number of queries. Within a stage, the amount of memory available to a single register is also bounded. Typically, PISA targets support 0.5-32 Mb memory for each stage [6] . B represents the maximum number of register bits available in each stage. Stages. Given the limited resources per stage, queries that cannot execute in a given stage must execute in a later stage. The total number of stages is also limited in a PISA target, further limiting the number of dataflow queries that can be supported. PISA targets typically support 1-32 stages [6] ; we represent the maximum number of stages as S.
Query Partitioning Example
Consider a PISA target with S = 4 stages, B = 3, 000 Kb, and A = 4 stateful actions per stage. These constraints are not representative of state-of-the-art PISA targets such as Tofino [38] , but they illustrate how the dataplane resource constraints affect query planning. Sonata Goal
Constraints C1 :
:
: runs Query 1 over one-minute long packet traces from CAIDA [9] to estimate the cost of executing dataflow operators in the data plane. It learns that the data plane requires a total of 2, 500 Kb to count the number of TCP SYN packets per host (Figure 4) . Thus, Sonata can execute the entire query in the data plane; sending only the 77 tuples that satisfy the query to the stream processor. If the B or S were smaller, Sonata would not be able to execute the reduce operator in the data plane. The next section details how Sonata considers all of these constraints to compute the partitioning plans for all queries.
Computing Query Partitioning Plans
Sonata's query planner models the query planning problem as an Integer Linear Program (ILP) that minimizes the number of packet tuples sent to the stream processor based on a partitioning plan, subject to data-plane constraints. To compute a partitioning plan, the query planner must determine the capabilities of the underlying data-plane target, estimate the data-plane resources needed to execute individual queries, and estimate the number of packets sent to the stream processor given a partitioning of operators to the data plane.
Input. For the set of input queries (Q), Sonata compiles the ordered set of dataflow operators in each query (O q ), to an ordered set of match-action tables (T q ) that implement the dataflow operators in the data plane. Z t indicates to the query planner whether or not the C4: Intra-Query Ordering. We can also use S to express intra-query ordering constraints. For example, in the Slowloris query (Query 2), the tables for the reduce operator can only be executed after the distinct operator has been applied in a previous stage. For each query q and any two indices (i, j) in the ordered set of tables T q where (i < j), S q,i is always less than S q, j . C5: Total Metadata (M). Finally, since the size of the PHV is fixed for a PISA target, let M represent the maximum space available in the PHV to add query-specific metadata fields. The total metadata used for all queries must then be less than M, i.e., ∑ q M q ≤ M.
Handling Traffic Dynamics. The output of query planning is used not only to decide how to partition each query, but also to configure the register sizes for each stateful operation. Because Sonata estimates register sizes (B q,t ) from the training data, it may underestimate the required register sizes as the underlying traffic varies.
To compensate for this underestimation, Sonata's runtime over-provisions the register sizes by a factor of ρ; specifically, it uses B q,t · (1 + ρ) instead of B q,t for constraint C1. This over-provisioning increases workload at the stream processor: because the registers for each operator in data plane require more memory, the data-plane can support fewer stateful operations overall.
Dynamic Query Refinement
For certain queries and workloads, partitioning a subset of dataflow operators to the data plane does not reduce the workload on the stream processor enough. Sonata performs dynamic refinement to further reduce the load in these situations. Sonata's query planner modifies the input queries to start at a coarser level of granularity than specified in the original query (Section 5.1). It then chooses a sequence of finer levels of granularity that reduces the load on the stream processor at the cost of additional delay in detecting the traffic that satisfies the original queries. The specific levels of granularity chosen and the sequence in which they are applied constitute a refinement plan. To compute an optimal refinement plan for a set of queries, Sonata's query planner estimates the cost of executing different refinement plans using historical training data. Sonata's query planner then solves an extended version of the ILP from Section 4.3 that determines both partitioning and refinement plans to minimize the traffic at the stream processor (Section 5.2).
Modifying Queries for Refinement
Identifying Refinement Keys. A refinement key is a field that is hierarchical and is used as a key in a stateful dataflow operation. The hierarchical structure allows Sonata to replace a more specific key with a coarser version without missing any traffic that satisfies the original query. For example, dstIP has a hierarchical structure and is used as a key for aggregation in Query 1. As a result, the query planner selects dstIP as a refinement key. Other fields that have hierarchical structure can also serve as refinement keys, such as dns.rr.name and ipv6.dstIP. Sonata independently selects refinement keys for each query. Enumerating Refinement Levels. After identifying refinement keys, the query planner enumerates the possible levels of granularity for each key. Each refinement key consists of a set of levels R = {r 1 . . . r n } where r 1 is the coarsest level and r n is the finest. The inequality r 1 > r n means that r 1 is more coarse than r n . The semantics of the n th refinement level is specific to each key; for an IPv4 address, n = 32 (i.e., the finest level) corresponds to a /32 prefix. Augmenting Input Queries. To ensure that the finer refinement levels only consider the traffic that has already satisfied coarser ones, Sonata's query planner augments the original queries. For example, Figure 3 shows how it augments Query 1 with refinement key dstIP and R ={8, 16, 32} to execute the query at level r i+1 = 16 after executing it at level r i = 8. The query planner first adds a map at each level to transform the original reduction key into a count bucket for the current refinement level. For example, r i and r i+1 rewrite dstIP as dstIP/8 and dstIP/16, respectively. By transforming the reduction key for each refinement level, the rest of the original query can remain unmodified. At refinement level r i+1 , the query planner also adds a filter. After the first time window, the runtime sends the dstIP/8 addresses that satisfy the query at r i = 8 to the filter operator. This filtering ensures that refinement level r i+1 only considers traffic that satisfies the query at r i . Sonata's query planner also augments queries to increase the efficiency of executing refined queries. Using the original query's threshold values for coarser refinement levels would still be correct, but Sonata's query planner uses training data to calculate relaxed thresholds for coarser refinement levels that do not sacrifice accuracy (e.g., Th /8 and Th /16 in Figure 3 ). Figure 4 shows that, in practice, a switch will typically see traffic from only a small fraction of these addresses. With this insight, Sonata's query planner can compute a refinement plan that further reduces the load on the stream processor by analyzing historical training data. Figure 4 shows the costs to execute Query 1 with refinement key dstIP and refinement levels R = {8, 16, 32} over the training data. It shows the number of packets sent to the stream processor depending on which refinement level (r i+1 ) is executed after level r i . If only the first two filter operations are executed in the data plane, then N 1 packets are sent to the stream processor. If the reduce operation is also executed in the data plane, then N 2 packets are sent, but then B bits of state must also be maintained.
Computing Refinement Plans
Consider an approach, Fixed-Refinement, which uses a fixed refinement plan ( * → 8 → 16 → 32 ). At compile time, Sonata augments the original queries to run at all refinement fixed levels concurrently. At runtime, Sonata dynamically updates the filter at level 16 with the output of the query from the previous window at level 8. Similarly, it updates the filter at level 32 with the output of the query from the previous window at level 16 . The costs of this plan are shown in rows * → 8, 8 → 16, and 16 → 32 of Figure 4 . Because the dataplane target only supports two stateful operations (A = 2), the reduce operator can only be performed in the data plane for the first two refinement levels, resulting in 33 packets (N 2 for * → 8) to the stream processor at the end of the first window, 98 packets (N 2 for 8 → 16) at the end of the second window, and 450, 000 (N 1 for 16 → 32) packets at the end of the third window. FixedRefinement sends 120,000 fewer tuples to the stream processor than performing no refinement at all, but it requires two additional time windows to detect traffic that satisfies the query.
In contrast, Sonata's query planner uses the costs shown in Figure 4 combined with the data-plane constraints to compute the refinement plan * → 8 → 32. Executing the query at refinement level * → 8 requires only 6 Kb (188 dstIP/8 prefixes × 32 bits) in the data plane and sends 33 packet tuples to the stream processor at the end of the first window. Each packet represents an individual dstIP/8 prefix that satisfies the query in the first window. Sonata's query planner skips refinement level 8 → 16 because the data plane can directly measure the actual number of dstIP/32 for 8 → 32 by maintaining only 1900 Kb state (59, 375 dstIP/32 addresses × 32 bits). After the second window, the data plane identifies 77 dstIP/32 addresses that satisfy the original query. This refinement plan sends a total of 110 packet tuples to the stream processor over two window intervals, reducing the load on the stream processor and reducing the detection delay by one window over Fixed-Refinement. ILP for Dynamic Refinement. The ILP for jointly computing partitioning and refinement plans is an extension to the ILP from Section 4.3. We present the full version of the extended ILP, including these new constraints, in Table 6 of the Appendix. The objective is the same, but the query planner must also compute the cost of executing combinations of refined queries to estimate the costs of candidate query plans. We add new decision variables I q,r and F q,r 1 ,r 2 to model the workload on the stream processor in the presence of refined queries. I q,r is one if the refinement plan for query q includes level r. F q,r 1 ,r 2 is one if level r 2 is executed after r 1 for query q. These two variables are related by ∑ r 1 F q,r 1 ,r 2 = I q,r 2 . We also augment X and S variables with subscripts to account for refinement levels. Additional Constraints. For join queries, the query planner can select refinement keys for each sub-query separately, but it must ensure that both sub-queries use the same refinement plan. We then add the constraint ∀q, r and ∀q i , q j ∈ q : I q i ,r = I q j ,r . The variables q i and q j represent sub-queries of query q containing a join operation. The query planner also limits the maximum detection delay for each query, i.e. ∀q : ∑ r I q,r ≤ D q . Here, D q is the maximum delay query q can tolerate expressed in number of time windows. Figure 5 illustrates the Sonata implementation. For each query, the core generates partitioned and refined queries; drivers compile the parts of each query to the appropriate target. When packets arrive at a PISA target, it applies the packet-processing pipelines and mirrors the appropriate packets to a monitoring port, where a software emitter parses the packet and sends the corresponding tuples to the stream processor. The stream processor reports the results of the queries to the runtime, which then updates the data plane, via the data-plane driver, to perform dynamic refinement. Zorro Attack [29] that receive "zorro" command after telnet brute force. 13 561 14 11 DNS Reflection Attack [19] that receive DNS response of type "RRSIG" from many unique senders without requests. 14 773 12 Core. The core has a query planner and a runtime. When a new switch connects or when re-training is required, the runtime interacts with the data-plane driver over a network socket to determine which operators it can execute in the data plane and the values of the data-plane constraints (i.e., M, A, B, S). It then passes these values to the query planner which uses Gurobi [12] to solve the query planning ILP offline, generating partitioned and refined queries. The runtime sends partitioned and refined queries to the drivers over a network socket. It also tells the emitter the fields and their sizes to extract from packets for each query, identified by a qid. After the targets begin processing packets, the runtime receives query outputs from the stream processor at the end of every window. It then sends the updates to the dataplane drivers, which update table entries according to the dynamic refinement plan. When it detects too many hash collisions, the runtime requests the query planner to re-run the ILP with the new data.
Implementation
Drivers. Data-plane and streaming drivers compile the queries from the runtime to target-specific code. The data-plane drivers also interact with the target to execute commands on behalf of the runtime such as updating filter tables for dynamic refinement at the end of every window. The Sonata implementation has drivers for two PISA targets: the BMV2 P4 software switch [39] , the standard behavioral model for evaluating P4 code; and the Barefoot Wedge 100B-65X (Tofino) [38] , a 6.5 Tbps hardware switch. The data-plane driver interacts with the target using a Thrift API [1] . Emitter. The emitter consumes raw packets from the data-plane's monitoring port, parses the query-specific fields embedded in the packet, and sends the corresponding tuples to the stream processor. The emitter uses Scapy [40] to extract the unique query identifier (qid) from packets. It uses this identifier determine how to parse the remainder of the query-specific fields embedded in the packet based on the configuration that the runtime provides for the corresponding qid.
Evaluation
In this section, we: (1) Demonstrate that Sonata is expressive (Table 5) ; (2) Use real-world packet traces [34] to quantify that Sonata reduces the workload on the stream processor by 3-7 orders of magnitude ( Figure 6) , and makes the best use of limited data-plane resources ( Figure 7) ; and (3) Show a case study with a Tofino switch [38] to demonstrate how Sonata operates end-toend, discovering "needles" of interest without collecting the entire "haystack" (Figure 8 ).
Setup Packet Traces.
We use CAIDA's unsampled anonymized Internet traces from 2016 [34] , which were captured from a large ISP's backbone link between Seattle and Chicago. The ten minutes that we use contain 600 million packets and transfer about 360 GB. The layer-2 headers and payloads are removed, and prefix-preserving anonymization is applied to the IP headers [11] .
We replay the traffic at 20x speed to evaluate Sonata on a 100 Gbps workload (i.e., about 20 million packets per second). We use a time window (W ) of three seconds, resulting in 60 million packets per window. In the worst case, Sonata can only detect network events lasting at least W × |R| seconds; to detect events more quickly, the network operator can configure Sonata to consider fewer refinement levels, defining the maximum delay (D max ). 
Expressing Sophisticated Queries
To demonstrate the expressiveness of Sonata's query interface, we implemented eleven different telemetry tasks, as shown in Table 5 . We show how Sonata makes it easier to express queries for complex telemetry tasks by comparing the lines of code needed to express those tasks. For each query, Sonata required fewer lines of code to express the same task than the code for the data plane [5] and streaming [37] targets combined.
Workload on the Stream Processor
We perform trace-driven analysis to quantify how much Sonata reduces the workload on the stream processor. For this experiment, we use the top eight queries from Table 5 that require processing only layer-3 and 4 header fields.
We consider a maximum of eight refinement levels for all queries (i.e., R = {4, 8, ..., 32}). We restrict the set of refinement levels because we observed only incremental improvements from additional refinement levels. Fix-REF queries uses all eight refinement levels; in contrast, Sonata may select a subset of all eight levels. Single Query Performance. Figure 6a shows that Sonata reduces the workload on the stream processor by as much as seven orders of magnitude. Filter-DP is efficient for the SSH brute-force-attack query, because this query examines such a small fraction of the overall traffic. Filter-DP's performance is similar to All-SP for queries that must process a larger fraction of traffic, such as detecting super spreaders. For some queries, such as the SSH brute-force attack, Max-DP matches the performance of Sonata. For other queries, the data plane sends significant traffic to the stream processor; for example, the Slowloris query exhausts compute resources, and the super-spreader query exhausts stateful processing resources. Fix-REF's performance matches Sonata's for most queries, but is often slower: in some cases, it requires seven more time windows to detect traffic that satisfies the query. Multi-Query Performance. Figure 6b shows how the workload on the stream processor increases with the number of queries. When executing eight queries concurrently, Sonata reduces the workload at the stream processor by three orders of magnitude compared to other query plans. These gains come at the cost of up to three additional time windows for detecting traffic that satisfies the query. 
Constraint and Dynamics Sensitivity
Effects of Data-Plane Constraints. Data-plane constraints can affect Sonata's ability to reduce the load on the stream processor; we vary one data-plane constraint at a time. Figure 7a shows how the workload on the stream processor decreases as the number of stages increases. More stages allow Sonata to consider more Costs of Over-Provisioning. To understand the amount of over-provisioning that is required to account for traffic dynamics, we computed the register estimates (i.e., B q,t,r 1 ,r 2 ) for multiple time intervals. We observed a maximum standard deviation of about 40% of the mean across all time intervals. Assuming a normal distribution, 99.7% of all register sizes should fall within three standard deviations of the mean. By over-provisioning each register by 120% (i.e., ρ = 1.2), we can expect only 0.3% of registers will require more than their provisioned size. Over-provisioning has a cost: because each stateful register is larger, each stateful operation requires more memory, and thus the data plane can support fewer stateful operations overall. We found that ρ = 1.2 did not affect the number of tuples sent to the stream processor for the experiment with eight concurrent queries.
Case Study: Tofino Switch Target
We used Sonata to implement Query 3 with a Tofino hardware switch [38] . We chose this query to highlight how Sonata handles join operators and operations over a packet's payload. For this experiment, we built a testbed containing four hosts and a Tofino switch [38] . Each host has two Intel Xeon E5-2630 v4 10-core 2.2 GHz processors with 128 GB RAM and 10 Gbps NICs. We dedicate two hosts as a sender and receiver. We assign a third host for the emitter and a fourth for the runtime, streaming driver, and Spark Streaming [37] components. The data-plane driver runs on the CPU of the Tofino switch. The sender connects to the Tofino switch with two interfaces: one interface to replay CAIDA traces using the Moongen [10] traffic generator at around 1.5 M pps and the other to send attack traffic using Scapy [40] . The attacker starts sending similar-sized telnet packets to a randomly selected host (99.7.0.25) at time t = 10 s. Figure 8 shows the number of packets: (1) received by the switch, and (2) reported to the stream processor on a log scale. Sonata reports only two packet tuples, out of 1.5M pps, to the stream processor to detect the victim in three seconds using two refinement levels: * → 24 and 24 → 32. At t = 13 s, the stream processor starts processing the payload of all telnet packets destined for the victim-about 100 pps. The attacker gains shell access at t = 20 s and sends five packets with the keyword "zorro". Sonata detects these packets and reports the attack to the network operator at t = 21 s.
Conclusion
Ensuring the security and performance of networks requires continuously collecting and analyzing data. Sonata makes it easy to do so, by exposing a familiar, declarative query interface to operators and building on advances in both stream processing and programmable data planes to implement these queries efficiently. Sonata solves an integer linear program (ILP) to compute optimal query plans that use available data-plane resources to minimize the traffic that the switch sends to the stream processor. Our experiments using real traffic workloads show that by compiling as much as possible of the queries in the data plane, Sonata can reduce traffic rates at the stream processor by several orders of magnitude. Sonata also makes it possible to execute a variety of queries concurrently, a necessary step towards more autonomous network management.
Sonata provides a foundation for much future work. First, Sonata currently compiles multiple queries to a single switch; a natural extension is to compile Sonata queries across multiple switches, to support queries that require observing traffic at multiple vantage points. Second, future work could improve on Sonata's query planning approach; the current training phase is based on a static training set. Future work could develop methods to better determine when and how to re-train Sonata's query planner, as well as how to make training more robust to both benign and adversarial shifts and fluctuations in traffic patterns. Finally, Sonata's compiler could be extended to support a broader set of data-plane targets, as well as queries where approximate answers suffice.
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